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Abstract

In this paper, a new type of contraction mapping is introduced, called generalized quasi like 
contractive mapping, and three types of new iterative schemes are presented as multi_L_explicit four 
step iteration, multi_ L_ explicit Noor iteration and multi_ L_Picard s-iteration. We study the rate of 
convergence and stability with generalized quasi like contractive mapping
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1.Introduction: 

Takahashi [1]established the idea of convexity in a metric space(m.s) and studied the features of the 
space known as a convex m.s in 1970. Furthermore, several fixed point(f-fixed) results for non-
expansive  maps were developed, he also mentioned that Banach spaces and their convex subsets are 
all convex m.s.On the other hands, Zamfirescu [2] introduced a more general mappings, and similar 
results were obtained for B-Theorem,concluding that all results of Kannan[3],Edelstein[4] and Singh 
[5]are in fact results of this new generalization, which Zamfirescu calls the operator if it satisfies the 
condition Z ( Zamfirescu condetion). Suzuki[6] make some conditions on mapping called condition 
C, and proved the convergence theorem for mapping satisfying the condition C. Noor [7]introduces 
and discusses a novel class of three-step approximation algorithms for generic variances. His results 
cover Ishikawa and Mann iterations as special examples.He also investigated the schemes' 
convergence criteria. Asaduzzaman and Hossain[8] used the contractive-like operators to analyzed 
the f.point theorem for new iterative schemes called Four-step f.point scheme, and proved the 
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convergence and data dependence.Olatinwo [9] introduced a definition of T-stably in convex.m.s and 
prove Mann and Ishikawa iterative is T-stable,The results obtained in stability are a generalization 
and expansion of the results obtained by each of Berinde [10], Harder and Hicks [11],Ostrowski 
[12],Shimizu and Takahashi [13].Berinde[14] created a new method in 2004 to compare the rate of 
convergence of two fixed point iterative algorithms. This method has become a typical tool for 
comparing the rate of convergence of two fixed point iterative systems in recent years. The 
researchers presented many studies in this field see [15-20]. 

 2. Preliminaries: In this section, we will present some basic concepts and properties that we need in 
our work 

Definition 2.1:[1] Let  be a mapping, then we say that  is convex structure on 
metric space  if  

 

 and . A metric space  with a convex structure  define us convex metric 
structure and denoted by .  

Let  be a nonempty closed convex subset of a convex metric space  

Definition 2.2:[7] The explicit Noor iterative scheme is define as:  

 

 

 ;  

Where  , and are real sequence in . If , we have explicit Ishikawa iterative 
scheme.  

Definition 2.3:[21] The Picard s-iterative scheme is define as: 

 

 

 

 ; , Where and are real sequence in  

Definition 2.4:[8] The four step explicit iterative scheme is define as:  
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 ;  

Where  , ,  and  are real sequence in . If  , we have Noor type explicit 
iterative scheme. 

Definition 2.5:[9] Suppose  be a convex metric space  and  self mapping, . 
Let   be the sequence produced by an iterative method hiring , with the definition given 
by  

 , n=0,1,2,… 

A some function  have convex structure with  and  the initial approximation , 

. Let   and  . say  is -stable if and 
only if  implies . 

Lemma 2.6:[10] If  and  is sequence of positive number and  ,if   
satisfying  

 we have . 

3. Main Results  

      In this section, we define generalized quasi like contractive mapping and introduce a new three 
iterative schemes from deferent type to study the convergent and convergence rate between of them.  

 

Definition 3.1: The mapping  called generalized quasi like contractive when there exists  
mapping and the constant ,  then for each  

   

Remark 3.2: let  is generalized quasi like contractive 

1. If  , =0, we get  is Zamfirescu mapping.  
2. If , , and we get is Suzuki generalized nonexpansive 

mapping.  
Definition 3.3: The multi_L explicit four-step iteration is defined as follows: 

Let  
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 ;  

where  contractive self mapping on ,  non-expansive  self mapping on  and  ,  
and  are real sequence in [0,1], for all . 

Remark 3.4: In the multi_L explicit four-step iterative if put  and , we 
get the four step explicit iterative. 

Definition 3.5: The multi_L explicit Noor iteration is defined as follows: 

Let  

  

 

 ;  

where  contractive self mapping on  ,  non-expansive  self mapping on  and   and 
 are real sequence in [0,1], for all . 

Remark 3.6: In the multi_L explicit Noor iteration if put  and , we get 
the explicit Noor iteration. 

Definition 3.7: The multi_L Picard s-iteration is defined as follows 

Let  

 

  

   

where  contractive self mapping on ,   non-expansive  self mapping on  and  and  
are real sequence in [0,1], for all . 

In the theorems below we denote E by a closed convex subset of the convex metric space. 

Theorem 3.8: Let  be a convex metric space and  be a finite generalized quasi like 
contractive self mapping on , with  and  is non-expansive  self mapping on , if 

 Then, the multi_L explicit four-step iteration  with , converges 
to the fixed point of . 

Proof: since , then 
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(3.1) 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                
(3.2) 

 

 

 

                                                                              
(3.3) 

  

  

  

                                                                                          
(3.4) 
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From (3.1),(3.2),(3.3) and (3.4) we have  

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

                : 

  

Take limit for two sides; we have  then  define by multi_explicit four step-
iteration convergent to fixed point                                                                                                         

Corollary 3.9: Under the same condition in theorem (3.8) ,if  is Suzuki generalized nonexpansive 
self mapping on  then, the multi_L explicit four-step iteration  converges to the fixed point of . 

Corollary 3.10: Under the same condition in theorem (3.8) ,if  defined by the four-step 
explicit iteration then, its converges to the fixed point of . 

Theorem 3.11: Let  be a convex metric space and  be a finite generalized quasi like 
contractive self mapping on  for all , and  is non-expansive  self mapping on , if 

 Then, the multi_L explicit Noor iteration and multi_L Picards-iteration are  
converges to the fixed point of . 

Theorem 3.12: Let  be a convex metric space and  be finite generalized quasi like 
contractive self mapping on , for all  with  and  is non-expansive  self 
mapping on  with . Then, for , the sequence  defined by the 
multi_L explicit four-step iterative is -stable. 

Proof: Let  is an arbitrary sequence  where 

 ,  and 
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 ,  

 

  

  

                                                                     
(3.5) 

 

 

                                                                                  
(3.6) 

 

 

                                                                                 
(3.7) 

  

  

  

                                                                                           
(3.8) 

 

From (3.5),(3.6),(3.7) and (3.8) we have  
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Take  

 

 

but 

 

 

 and   

by lemma (2.13)  then  

 

Conversely If  

  

  

  

  

                                                                   
(3.9) 

 

 

                                                                               
(3.10) 
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(3.11) 

  

  

  

                                                                                         
(3.12) 

 

From (3.9), (3.10), (3.11) and (3.12) we have 

 

  

Take limit for two sides with  we have  

By definition (2.12), the multi_L explicit four-step iterative  is -stable 

Corollary 3.13: Under the same condition in theorem (3.12) ,if  is Suzuki generalized 
nonexpansive self mapping on  then, the multi_L explicit four-step iteration  is  stable 

Corollary 3.14: Under the same condition in theorem (3.12) ,if  defined by the four-step 
explicit iteration then, it is  stable. 

Theorem 3.15: Let  be a convex metric space and  be a finite generalized quasi like 
contractive self mapping on  for all  with ,and  be a non-expansive  self 
mapping on , If  Then, for , the multi_L explicit four-step iterative 
convergence faster than multi_L explicit Noor iteration and multi_L Picard s-iteration 

proof. 

 multi_L explicit four-step iterative  
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(3.13) 

 

 

 

 

                                                                              
(3.14) 

 

 

 

                                                                                
(3.15) 

  

  

  

                                                                                         
(3.16) 
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From (3.13),(3.14),(3.15) and (3.16) we have  

 

 

 

 

 

               : 

  

  

Now to get  multi_L explicit Noor iteration  

  

  

  

                                                                             
(3.17) 

 

 

 

                                                                             
(3.18) 
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(3.19) 

 

Take  

From (3.17),(3.18), and (3.19) we get  

  

 

               : 

  

Now we will compare the rate of convergence between  multi_L explicit four-step iterative 
and  multi_explicit Noor iterative 

 

=0                                      

By using definitions (2.11), we have multi_L explicit four step iterative faster than multi_L explicit 
Noor iteration when  

Now to get  multi_L Picard s-iterative 

 

                                                                                                                                  
(3.20) 
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(3.21) 

  

  

  

  

                                                                                         
(3.22) 

 

 

From (3.20),(3.21)and(3.22) we have  

  

  

  

  

                

               :  

  

Now, we will compare the rate of convergence between  multi_L implicit Noor iterative and 
 multi_L Picard s-iterative  

                                    

By using definitions (2.11), we have multi_L explicit four step iteration faster than multi_L Picard s-
iterative . 
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Corollary 3.16: Under the same condition in theorem (3.15) ,if  is Suzuki generalized 
nonexpansive self mapping on  then, the multi_L explicit four-step iteration convergence faster than 
multi_L explicit Noor iteration and multi_L Picards-iteration. 

Corollary3.17: Under the same condition in theorem(3.15), if  defined by the four-step 
explicit iteration then, it is convergence faster than explicit Noor iteration. 

Conclusion  

1- We conclude that generalized quasi like contractive mapping more general from Suzuki 
generalized nonexpansive mapping and Zamfirescu mapping. 

2- The multi_L explicit four-step iteration, multi_L explicit Noor iteration and multi_L Picards-
iteration convergence to fixed point of  generalized quasi like contractive mapping. 

3- The multi_L explicit four-step iteration, multi_L explicit Noor iteration and multi_L Picards-
iteration are - stable . 

The multi_L explicit four-step iteration convergence faster than multi_L explicit Noor iteration and 
multi_L Picard s-iteration with generalized quasi like contractive mapping. We will study these 
concepts in the future using spaces and other mapping, see([23-26] 
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